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DRY CARGO CHARTERING 

 General Comments 

This report, on the fundamental subject for a dry cargo professional, is not to advise 

on the overall performance of the candidates but to assist those that have sat this 

paper and those that are about to sit, with some guidance as to what the examiners 

are seeking in the answers.  

The basic requirement of every candidate is to  

• Read and answer the question as given and to ensure all parts, if any, are         

answered. 

• Answer five questions only, (any more will not be marked). 

• Know the difference between a report and email correspondence, i.e., a 

message. 

• Know how to clearly draw a profile and a cross section of any cargo vessel        

that carries dry bulk cargo, (not in containers), label all relevant parts and 

state the dimensions for this particular vessel.  

• Have a reasonable knowledge of Maritime Geography and be able to explain 

trade routes for the subject.  

• Clearly annotating on the map provided, evidence of ports (in correct 

location), ocean/seas, countries, canals, straits and major weather conditions 

on the route.  

 
The candidates should show their knowledge and understanding of the subject in an 
ordered structured answer, as requested and not just give a bullet list of relevant 
points. 
  
  

Question 1 

Answer all parts of the question 

Using the graph paper provided draw a fully labelled profile and cross-sectional 

diagrams of One of the following 

a) Handysize bulkcarrier   or    Capesize bulkcarrier. 

b) State the main particulars of the vessel you have drawn  



c) Describe one typical trade route for your vessel with details of the 

loading/discharge ports, hazards of cargo carried and weather conditions on the 

route. Use the world map provided to support your answer. 

The answer must include a well annotated profile and a well annotated cross section, 

with correct number and outline of holds. Preferably on the graph paper as 

requested as this helps with the neatness of the drawing. (Many candidates failed to 

provide a cross section). Both vessel’s holds are full width and have hoppers and 

wing tanks. Handy 4 or 5 holds, Capesize 9 holds. The holds are numbered from 

bow to stern.The key technical details/dimensions must be given. Here the 

examiners are looking for more specifications of the vessel than just dwt, loa, beam, 

draught and main engine. 

One key trade route needs to be described with details on cargo, voyage routing and 

known hazards on the route, loading/discharge ports and hazards of the cargoes 

carried. Many candidates fail to give sufficient information on this element. 

 

Question 2 
 
As an owners’ broker, you have been approached by a client looking to diversify into 
the dry bulk trades. Write a market report outlining the sectors and vessel types that 
will offer the best revenue-earning opportunities. Explain in detail the reasons for 
your advice.  
 
This was an open essay and the examiners were looking for the following elements: 
Development of the dry bulk market and its competitive nature  
Description and background of the dry bulk trades/cargoes and class(es) of vessel 
selected 
Supply/demand balance on the above and indication of the size of the market and 
most important its growth prospects 
Strategy needed to develop the business, including role of pooling tonnage, joining 
operating alliances, buying into the market through a merger of acquisition. 
 
However, very few candidates attempted this question and the results were 
extremely worrying that few were aware of the current market. The majority of 
candidates did not even explain the basics i.e. demand/supply or gave any future 
prospects reasonably supported. The recommendations made by candidates on the 
type(s) of vessel were not clearly argued and in most cases no business strategy as 
to how to enter the trades was discussed. As a result, the recommendations were 
not well supported while strategy was practically ‘invisible’. 
 
 
 
Question 3 
 
Answer both parts of the question. 
 



A) With regard to a time-chartered vessel, explain what is meant by the term “off-
hire”. Describe three reasons that may lead to an off-hire incident. 
B) Draft a letter to an owner explaining how the vessel being “off-hire” would affect 
the payment of hire, if at all.  
 

A) A full explanation of the term off-hire was required, and this should make 
reference to the full working of the ship and the demands on the ship at the 
time of any reason. Clause17 of the NYPE2015 is a useful reference and 
there are many genuine reasons that may lead to an off-hire incident. 

       
B) The answer should be in form of a letter.  “Off-hire” occurs when there is a 
 loss of time for the charterer, and this prevents the full working of the vessel. A 
 clear and concise answer of the consequences making reference to off hire 
 clauses in relevant c/ps (eg NYPE Clause 17) 

 
For this question many candidates did not explain off-hire with just a few making 
reference to ‘preventing the full working of the ship’ and ‘loss of time’. Very few 
referred to a CP off-hire clause. Many failed to write a letter in part b). 
 
      
Question 4  
 

For ALL of the following common chartering abbreviations give the full wording and 
an explanation of their meaning referring where necessary to clauses in charter 
parties. 

ATDNSHINC  

DHDATSBE 

FIOST 

IUHATUTC 

This should have been a question that all candidates could have passed as two of 
the abbreviations were in the last November paper and revision of past papers is 
recommended. However, many candidates failed to give correct wording of the 
abbreviations and guessed at words beginning with the appropriate letter. Many 
failed to relate FIOST with freight. Hardly any reference to clauses in a c/p were 
made.  

Any Time Day/Night Sundays and Holidays Included. Refers to the presentation 
of NOR and when a ship is able to submit it.  

Despatch Half Demurrage on All Time Saved Both Ends. Refers to despatch 
earned as a result of ship completing within laytime. Means that the despatch should 
be calculated on all time saved and not just working time. Means that 
weekends/holidays have to be added in if vessels was fixed on anything other than 
SSHINC terms. 

Free In/Out stowed and Trimmed. Charterer pays for full cost of 
loading/discharging cargo, including stowage and trimming. Usually attached to 
freight terms eg Freight $25 per tonne FIOST. 



If used, half actual time used to count. Refers to laytime and means that when 
work is done during excepted periods, half of the time used will count. eg Ship works 
eight hours on Sunday under SHEX terms, then four hours of that time will count.  

 

Question 5 

Answer both parts of the question 
 
 Your principal’s vessel had just completed loading various steel products under a 
Voyage C/P and the Mate’s Receipts contain several remarks on the cargo apparent 
condition. Despite this fact the Charterers have approached the Owners, via you as 
agent, with the request to issue the Bills of Lading ‘Clean on Board’ against 
Charterer’s LOI. 
Write a message to your principal to advise them of the situation and: 

a) Explain the purpose and functions of the Mate’s Receipt and the Bill of Lading 
outlining the principal differences between these two documents. 

b) Advise your principal as to how they should proceed, explaining in detail the 
reasons for your advice and the possible outcomes for any actions to the 
contrary.  

 
The answer should be in a message (e-mail) format with a short introduction 
advising of the situation.         
  

a) Explanation of the Mate’s Receipt – acknowledgement of the receipt of the 
cargo on board the vessel; containing remarks as to the nature, quantity and 
condition of the cargo; usually signed by the ship’s officer; most often MR is 
prepared by the Shipper in advance, so that ship’s personnel can keep a 
record of cargo condition and quantity as cargo is being loaded on board; Bills 
of Lading are then issued in strict conformity with the MR 
 
A full explanation of the three B/L functions and the inclusion of the relevant 
information in the question. 
 Receipt, Evidence of contract of carriage, Document of title,  

 
Principal difference between the two documents – Mate’s Receipt serves just as 
Receipt for the cargo loaded on board and does not serve as a document of title 
and evidence of a contract.                                                                                                  

 
b) Should make reference to the fact that agreeing would be FRAUD and explain 

why – as the B/L is a document, which contains significant statements which 
are facts such as the port of loading, shipper’s identity, description, quantity 
and apparent condition of the goods loaded on board, if any such statements 
are untrue (in this case the apparent condition of the goods) a person issuing 
or signing the Bill of Lading can be seen to be fraudulent.  Comment on the 
obligation of the Owner to deliver the cargo as per “receipt”, to the contrary 
open to a claim from Receivers. Comment on non-enforceability of Letter of 
Indemnity. Mention that issuing a Bill of Lading with untrue contents is a 
breach of the contract of carriage.  

 



Comment that if quantity/condition of cargo is not correct then affects insurance; loss 
of P&I cover. Suggest seeking assistance and advice from P&I Club. 
                                                                                                                     
 
 
Question 6 

Draft a voyage firm offer on Owner’s behalf for below cargo quote: 

 

25.000 MTS 10% MOLCHOPT BULK WHEAT STW ABT 46’ 

ROUEN/ALEXANDRIA 

23-26 MAY 2022 

8000/5000 MT PWWD SSHEX/FHEX 

3.75% TTL  

               

Voyage firm offer must include main elements: 

- Reply by (Date/Time and Place) 
- Account 
- Vessel’s description including correct cubic capacity about 1150000 

CBFT/32500 CBM +/- 10%  
- Cargo details / option +/- on quantity 
- Load/disch ports 

- Lay/Can 
- FRT Rate/MT + terms FIOST/FIOT 
- Load/discharge rate and terms  
- Dem/Despatch 
- CP  

- Commissions                                                                                                     
There were additional marks for including in the offer favouring the owner such as: 

- Cargo quantity in OO instead of CHOPT 
- Load/discharge SSHEX/FHEX UU IUATUTC or SHINC 

 
And the examiners were looking for additional clauses such as: 

- Freight payment clause (usually 95%/5%) 
- Taxes/dues on freight/cargo 

- Agents 
- NOR 
- B/L: determination of carg quantity (shore scale/drafy survey) 

- Fumigation 
- Demurrage/Despatch settlement 
- Law and Arbitration 
- Reference to a Grain C/P (Synacomex, Norgrain) 

 



This was a popular question and some were able to give the main required elements 
and a few of the additional clauses but very few altered terms from the original cargo 
enquiry in favour of their Principal. It is worth noting that a number of answers 
included a description of an unsuitable vessel i.e. too small or too big for such cargo. 

 

Question 7 

Describe the grain trade and its importance in dry bulk shipping. Identify the vessels 
used for its transportation, exporting and importing countries and give three 
examples of main ports associated with handling such cargoes, and describe two 
major trade routes. Analyse the factors which could influence global trading pattern 
for this trade.  

Use the world map provided to support your answer. 

 

Grains: 

Basic information about grains (make reference to some types ie wheat, barley, corn, 
soya bean meal etc), their use and their significance in dry bulk shipping (one of the 
most important dry bulk commodities)                                                                                                                                          

Identify vessels used  
Identify main exporting/importing countries and main ports associated with it                        
Explain two routes and illustrate on the map                                                                                     
 
Analyse factors influencing global trading pattern 

- Basic explanations of demand and supply principle                                                                                                            
 
Specific factors affecting grain 

- Changes in taste or preferences 
- Population increase 
- Natural phenomena (droughts, fires in fields, floods, hurricanes) 
- Famine – world food programme 
- Changes in world politics ie sanctions, tariffs (can change the trading 

patterns)          
- Changes in oil prices affecting biofuel (thus demand for grains)                                                    

 
The question as set was a guidance of what was expected in the answer. Almost 
none of the candidates answered all the points of the question. Very few referred to 
demand/supply mechanism. Surprisingly a few papers gave a Capesize or even 
VLOC as the type of vessels used. (Capesize is sometimes used nowadays but is 
not very common, compared with smaller Bulkers). The examiners were really 
surprised with the number of answers just naming the routes without describing 
them. The question was clear: ‘describe two major trade routes’. Lines on the map is 
not sufficient. 

 
Question 8 
 
In the context of Laytime, explain all the following terms: 



(i) Commencement of Laytime  
(ii) Interruptions of Laytime 
(iii) Statement of Facts 
(iv) Definite and indefinite Laytime 

 
The examiners were surprised that for such an important subject (Laytime 
commencement) most of the answers were very basic. Some focussed only on the 
tender of NOR. Very few mentioned the difference between berth and port C/P as to 
the tender of NOR and commencement of Laytime. Also there were a very small 
number of candidates that referred to the time used before commencement of 
laytime.  
In part (ii) some answers just listed interruptions without explaining them.  
In part (iii), a number of answers omitted to mention who signs the SOF and what is 
its purpose. Very few detailed the information contained in a SOF. The most serious 
though is that most of them stated that the information contained in the SOF are only 
Laytime related.  SOF contains all facts including meals, change of gangs etc etc 
which do not necessarily affect the Laytime.  
In part (iv) very few mentioned all four types of indefinite laytime. Similarly, very few 
made clear that Laytime, Demurrage, Despatch is calculated only in definite laytime, 
not in indefinite. 
 
The examiners required: 
 
Commencement of laytime                                                                                                                                                    

• NOR tendered (physical arrival, readiness, contractual commitments) 
          Berth/Port C/P (WWWW), official working hours or SHINC, holds clean and 

     ready                                                       

• Time commencement after NOR is validly tendered, as per C/P  
              0800/1400 Clause, 0800 hrs next working day, Turn time (eg 12,24,48 hrs) 

• Time used before commencement of Laytime to count or not count 
                    
Interruptions of Laytime                                                                                                                        

• Weekends and holidays - SHEX/SSHEX/FHEX/FSHEX EIU/UU / 
Superholidays     (reference to Voylay rules for definitions) 

• Bad weather (even when vessel is waiting for berth - port 
C/P)                                

• Shifting between berths (if agreed in C/P)       

• Strikes (if agreed in C/P)                                                                        

• Breakdowns (vessel’s gears against breakdown of shore gears)   
 
Statement of Facts                                                                                                                                   

• What is the SOF    (reference to BIMCO format)                                                   

• Who prepares it and which parties sign it 

• What information does it include 

• What is its purpose 
 
Definite and Indefinite Laytime                                                                                                           

• Definite (days/hrs per port, total days/hrs-AP)                                                       

• Indefinite (FAC, COP, CD, CQD) 



• Laytime Calculations only if definite – Demurrage/Despatch 

• Damages for Detention if indefinite Laytime under certain circumstances 
 
 
 


